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Abstract. Cloud data is facing enormous security issues now a days. Security issues are like
data attack or hijack of data in cloud environment. Major attack scenario is about DDoS
attack, it suppresses the data service permanently or some more time to deny the service. The
real time practical approach could not be carried out because cost of network and its hardware
infrastructure erection is very high. Hence, to overcome DDoS attack problem, a simulation
approach is carried out in this paper. This work is simulated using virtual box with Kali Linux
and Windows OS, to generate SYN packets from Kali Linux OS (attacking machine) and
receive the packets to Windows OS (victim machine).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet become more popular because increasing in usage of digital platforms by
enterprises, schools and healthcare. The Client or Server activities like storing, retrieving and
transferring data to anywhere increase the Internet usage day by day. Network speed, bandwidth
and prices are nominal for people at present, at the same time network issues are raising either
with storage issues or communication problem etc., Hence to overcome the issues in a friendly
and flexible way to the user‟s, new technology called cloud computing is introduced [1]. Cloud
computing helps to retrieve, store and transfer the data in easy way.
Cloud computing is a pay-per use model, it has classified into four types, there are Private Cloud,
Public Cloud, Community Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. Each cloud types have their own
circumstances and data limit also. Cloud services are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Cloud service provider plays an important
part in cloud technology[2]. Cloud provider decides the storage level and access to users,
provider also concentrates about privacy and security.
Security issue is one of the disadvantage of cloud. The most common security issue is Denial of
Service (DoS) attack, it could be denied the service and causes severe damage to the entire
system. In such a way another one is Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack, it consumes
more bandwidth and denies the legitimate user services [5].
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DDoS attack concentrate towards the demolishing of entire system or network activity and
creates more traffic in network which causes loss of data. DoS attack is classified into three
types, Volume based, Protocol based and Application based. Volume based attacks could be
attacked through servers with ICMP flood and UDP flood which are involved in this category.
The specific protocol to consume the servers resources are followed in Protocol based attack.
TCP-SYN flood and Ping of Death (PoD) attacks are Protocol based attack [3]. Application layer
attack targets the system applications, Slow Loris attack and DNS amplification attack are
examples of application based attack.
TCP-SYN Flood Attack
The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) model has 7 layers, Source and
destination connection through TCP/IP layers[7]. The connection is established from layer one to
layer seven, the data is transferred from each layers. To exchange the data from source to
destination through TCP connection, is a standard method to establish a network conversation.
The data packets are send by IP with the help of TCP [4]. The state of TCP connection is
indicated by flags, it gives some additional or useful information like troubleshooting or handling
the connections. TCP flags consists of Synchronization (SYN), Acknowledgement (ACK), Finish
(FIN), Reset (RST), Push (PSH) and Urgent (URG). Commonly used flags are SYN, ACK and
FIN and each flag carries one bit for each transaction. The data packets are exchanged between
sender and receiver for TCP three way handshake process. Three way handshake process as
shown in (Figure 1) are SYN, SYN- ACK and ACK.
1.1

A ------------------SYN----------------- > B
A <---------------SYN/ACK -------------- B
A ------------------ACK -----------------> B

Figure 1: TCP Handshake Process
Two hosts A and B, are used to exchange the information through TCP connection. First, A sends
the SYN packets to B. B receives SYN packets and sends it back to SYN- ACK packets and then
to A [6][9]. Finally A receives the ACK packets from B, now the connection is established
through proper channel. The above mentioned process is continued with their order, perhaps
this process could be disturbed by illegal users and lead to loss of connection in both sender and
receiver.
The client and server connections are established through TCP handshake, it set flags are SYN
and ACK to exchange the message for communication in normal way (Figure.2 (a)). A very
common DDoS attack is SYN attack, which simply sends a large number of SYN packets and
never acknowledge any of the replies and blasting the service with such a large number of
meaningless requests (Figure.2 (b)) that grave users are unfit to use it.
TCP-SYN flood attack is protocol based DDoS attack, it sends more number of SYN packets to
the target system or server [8]. SYN flood attack deny the particular service or system and
consumes more bandwidth so it is also called as Bandwidth attack. When server receives more
SYN packets at that time legitimate users could not access the particular server, it is little
harmful attack.
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Figure 2: TCP-SYN Flood Attack
The objective of the work, to overcome the TCP-SYN flood attack in cloud environment and to
detect these type of attack patterns or behaviors. To develop Intrusion detection model for TCPSYN flood attack in cloud environment, so that it can focus on simulation approach.
2. BACKGROUND STUDY
Shilpi Gupta et.al.,(2012) Secure data transmission is carried out using appropriate intrusion
detection method. Wireshark tool is used for intrusion detection system, two methods of
intrusion detection system is followed they are host based and network based. The
experimentation connections are established through TCP and UDP. To identify different types
of intrusions in various networks used Wireshark.
Zouheir Trabelsi et.al., (2013) As a part of ethical hacking experimentation is carried out in lab
scale[9]. This experiments explains about the development of defensive technique against DDoS
attack is generated by snort tool, it is open source tool. In snort tool, attack signatures are
disclosed which helps in detecting attack packets. Ethical hacking through snort rule is based on
rule header and rule options. The LAN experimentation is made with two Windows based OS
and generate snort rules for attack.
Dambar pun et.al., (2015) Tried to experiment SYN flood attack in wired topology network.
Major network security issues like SYN packet flood attacks are created and tested with DNS
server attack[10]. Due to increase in network traffic users are facing difficulties with handling of
malicious data. Continuous monitoring of traffic is necessary for the troubleshooting of network
issues[11]. Large number of data packets are send through SYN packets while sending this data
acknowledge signal will not be received during this attack.
Bo Chen et.al.,(2015) Data security system for real time cyber physical system is developed and
implemented in this work. Vulnerabilities of real time system and supervisory control data
acquisition system is used. Simulation of this cyber physical system is developed by using open
net system in loop concept. Component architecture along with their data flow are discussed
which includes mitigation of vulnerabilities in real time system are discussed.
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Khalid Hussain et.al .,(2016) Honeypot is a method of increasing the data security by introducing
some open ports to hackers which attracts the malicious data set and diverts the real data from
hacking. A new type of three way counter algorithm is proposed in this work to improve the
firewall capability in identifying the SYN flood attack is proposed. Software tools like Ettercap,
hping3 and Wireshark are used. To generate SYN flood attack in the network using LAN Ettercap
tool, analysis is carried out using Wireshark. SYN flood attack is mitigated in this work similar to
DDOs attack.
Nick Gregoriol et.al.,(2019) Cloud technology has grown well nowadays which makes the
utilization of virtual machines from single machine, at the same time risk towards the usage of
data is increasing, Experimentation on legal SYN flood attack using spoofed internet resource in
legal SYN flood attack. In this work kali Linux, AWS and google cloud platform are used.
Simulation of TCP SYN Flood Attack
Cloud environment facility is provided by third parties, they needs to provide security for user‟s
data. Now a days many cloud providers are available in the market, but users are unable to find
the authenticity of service providers, at the same time intruders also increasing day by day. Hence
to trace the network activity or patterns and behaviors to avoid network traffic and to find the
solution for this network traffic issue. This work explains about protocol based DDoS attack and
to generate the attack through simulation approach.
Here, virtual cloud environment is created by Virtual box and installed with two virtual operating
systems like Kali Linux and Windows. Kali Linux is attacking machine and windows is a victim
machine. The DDoS attack process is experimented between these two operating systems[12].
Wireshark tool is installed in victim machine (windows).The SYN packets are generated from
attacking machine (Kali) using hping3 command. Hping3 is a tool, to generate more number of
SYN packets within a specified time duration [13]. When victim machine receives SYN packets,
at that time connection could not be established with particular server or system, mean while
Wireshark tool captures the network activities. Wireshark log file is helps to find the network
activities and behavior [11].
Virtual box is developed by Oracle Corporation and open source tool and user friendly, to
manage operating systems like Windows, Linux, mac and Solaris. All kind of ISO files are
available in internet[13]. Figure 3 shows two virtual machines are installed in virtual box.
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Figure 3: Virtual Machines using Virtual Box Tool
Windows OS and Kali Linux OS is installed in virtual box tool. Windows machine is acted as
victim machine and Kali machine is acted as attacking machine.

Figure 4: Normal Connection checking using Ping Command
Ping command is tested for network connection (figure 4) from both the machines. Both
machines are connected through virtual adapter, provided by virtual box.

Figure 5: Normal Network Process Captured by Wireshark
Wireshark is open source tool and user friendly to analyse the statistics information about
network and packets[14]. Additionally, it helps to find and improve the packets flow, packets
information, protocol information etc., Figure 5 shows that normal network activity of virtual
machines.
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Figure 6: To Generate SYN flood Attack using hping3 Command
Attacking machine is ready to generate the SYN packets to the target machine (Figure 6). The
SYN packets are generated using hpin3 tool. Hping3 tool is inbuilt in Kali OS, hence it can
generate packets easily[15]. Hping3 command for generating the packet is,
Hping3 –S –flood –V –p port number victim machine IP address
above command to generates SYN packets successfully and it reaches to victim machine. Victim
machine could not access their network activity until hping3 command is stopped.
The SYN packets are generated and captured by Wireshark tool (Figure 7), to analyse network
behaviors. SYN attack is one of the DDoS attack, it is protocol based attack, consumes more
bandwidth size and deny the service some more time.
Flow graph expresses about the SYN flags connectivity between both machines (Figure 8). This
graph visualizes clearly and explains about TCP hand shake process and it could identify the
movement from source to destination easily.
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Figure 7: TCP-SYN Flood Attack Captured by Wireshark

Figure 8: Flow graph of TCP-SYN Attack using Wireshark
3. CONCLUSION
DDoS attack using simulation approach is discussed in this work. TCP-SYN flood attack is a three
way handshake process of TCP connection. TCP protocol flag is set as SYN, it could not make
connection to target system or network. It denies the service some
more time to users. Hence legitimate users could not make connection. This experimental study
is carried out using virtual box, with two virtual machines were created, one is attacking machine
(Kali) and another one is victim machine (Windows). SYN packets were generated from
attacking machine to target machine through hping3 tool. Packets are captured by Wireshark
tool. This study helps to find a practice on more number of experimentation towards cyber
attacks. This experimentation will generate awareness and supports detailed study towards cloud
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data security in future.
4. FUTURE WORK
Artificial Intelligence is growing technique. AI techniques are used in many fields like health
care, industries, education etc., Cyber security is key issue in cloud environment. This type of
experimentation could follow the behavior and pattern of network activity which helps to
identify the intruders easily. Hence, to develop Intrusion Detection System (IDS) based on AI
techniques also to detect different type of attacks in cloud environment, is a key way of
identifying either normal or abnormal activities. It will minimize the burden of risk towards cloud
data security.
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